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PHOTOGRAPHY FOR BEGINNERS ZINE
As a photographer, I wanted to use this project as a chance to create a zine that teaches beginner 
photographers the basics of photography. The goal was to create a simple and easy to navigate layout 
that is not distracting to the reader that is trying to learn. I found the photos on the internet and the 
body copy from informational photography articles.

View full zine here
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https://issuu.com/skylarkdesigns/docs/gardiner_zinefeb19
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HANDMADE T YPEFACES
For this project, I used my knowledge of the rules of typography to design three handmade 
typefaces that follow those rules. Here they are shown on mock ups of stickers but these fun 
typefaces could have a variety of uses.
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TEXAS GEOFILTERS

This is concept work for the Texas cities of Dallas, Austin, and Fort Worth. Snapchat is currently 
one of the largest social media platforms and geofilters are one of the many features they offer. 
Having a geofilter available for people to use when they visit a place is a great way to advertise. 
My goal was to make three western themed geofilters that quickly advertise what that city is all 
about! 
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PANTONE
The goal of this project was to choose 5 iconic pairs and represent them in a creative way in the 
color of a Pantone chip. My chosen pairs were all from popular childhood television shows- Tweety 
and Sylvester, Sponge bob and Patrick, Miss Piggy and Kermit, George Jetson and Astro, Winnie 
the Pooh and Piglet. 
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DECK OF CARDS
This deck of cards is a personal project. I wanted to make this deck original but be similar to the 
traditional deck of playing cards. I kept the red and black colors and just used simple shapes for my 
suites. A problem that I faced during this process was making all of the cards easy to understand 
at a quick glance. By sectioning off each shape the same exact way for each number, I believe I 
accomplished my goal. 
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GIFS
GIFS are such a fun way to express feelings through your phone! I had so much 
fun on this personal project designing these fun and simple GIFS. 
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Watch GIFs

https://www.skylarkdesigns.org/gif


TIGER BALM CAMPAIGN
For this concept work for Tiger Balm, I created a print ad campaign to go into Outside Magazine. 
The readers of this magazine are majority male so that is who this campaign was made to target. 
People love to laugh and humor is a great way to grab the attention of the reader. By using women 
being upset in this campaign, it may only be humorous to the male audience which is ultimately 
the goal. Another layer to the humor is that the reviews are obviously from the internet but are only 
being used on a print ad. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY LOOKBOOK
This lookbook was created for Larkin Gardiner Photography, my photography business. The 
goal here was to design a lookbook to showcase the best work that I have done throughout my 
photography career. This is something that I would be able to quickly send to a potential client to 
allow them to see the variety of work that I have to offer. 

View full lookbook here
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https://issuu.com/skylarkdesigns/docs/photographylookbook
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HUNTINGTON SQUARE CAMPAIGN
This is a campaign that I designed and pitched with my team members, Morgan Hogsett and Linh 
Phan, for Huntington Square. This comprehensive campaign covers print advertisements, social 
media, and merchandising collateral. 

View full leave-behind here
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https://www.behance.net/gallery/141622163/Huntington-Square-Campaign
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